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14th May 2017
Dear Prime Minister,
With reference to your last e-mail dated 11/5/2017, you have again
directed this serious issue to the Minister of Justice, ( Amy Adams ) who chose not to
address this back in 2014 even with the documents of treason were provided. This is why
it went through to the Ombudsmen.
Prime Minister you should be formular with the procedure of tabling a Petition. Tanya
Petersons was tabled within 4 days. This tells you that Tanya has exhausted all avenues.
You will see that this has been a stalling tackic for many years by Government, as to
avoid addressing the treasonous activities against our soldiers. The Laws the Law, you
should be very formular with the saying. History proves, theirs sleepers in your mist.
The corrospondence between the two parties have been attached for your viewing only.
On a personal note; 'How can one have an election when theirs an investigation into
treason within Government?
I have attached a couple of e-mails addressed to the Minister of Justice ( Amy Adams )
still waiting to date for the historic evidence. Government chose not to release any of
their findings on their decision of decline.
Prime Minister your Government experts has as much knowledge in this historic case as I
have becoming a cosmonaut.
Over the years from your Government Departments behaviour have been duck-shoving.
Paperwork proves right up to the present date. This country is broken.
We need your recommendation as Prime Minister of NZ to address this, not some side
kick who created this in the first place.
I also have attached a response from Chris Finlayson, an example to show you that your
correspondence Manager A. Ireton has not replied with an official Government letter
head. This could have come from anyone. Is the Correspondense Manager doing the
cover up on you behalf or is she one of the sleepers.
Looking forward to another duck-shove Prime Minister.
Yours sincerely
Wayne Duggan
LEST WE FORGET

